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Introduction:  Currently the best chronometer for 

metal-silicate separation is the short-lived 182Hf-182W 
decay system [1-8].  With extensive replication of 
sample-standard differences, the age resolution can be 
as little as a few hundred thousand years for iron mete-
orites.  The 182Hf-182W decay system is well suited 
because (1) the half-life (8.90 ± 0.09 million year, [9]) 
is similar to the timescale expected for the accretion 
and differentiation of planetesimals, (2) Hf and W are 
strongly fractionated during metal-silicate separation 
beause Hf is lithophile while W is moderately sidero-
phile, and (3) both Hf and W are refractory elements 
that should occur in chondritic proportions in primary 
planetesimals, so the parent/daughter ratio of the par-
ent body is known [10]. 

It has been predicted that production of W isotopes 
by nuclear reactions can substantially modify the W 
isotopic compositions in iron meteorites when exposed 
for several hundred million years to galactic cosmic-
rays (GCR).  This severely complicates the interpreta-
tion of W isotopes recorded in iron meteorites.  Mark-
owski et al. (2006) reported the experimental evidence 
for cosmic-ray effects on W isotopes in iron meteorites 
[7].  Interestingly, galactic cosmic-rays affect 
182W/183W ratio most significantly by neutron burn-out, 
but less significantly 184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios.  
In this study, we forcus on W isotopic compositions in 
magmatic iron meteorites and re-evaluate the cosmic-
ray induced isotopic effect. 

Experimental:  Samples were cut into small pieces 
(0.2-0.5g) with a diamond-saw.  The terrestrial con-
tamination on the sample surface was removed by 
washing in diluted HCl using a ultra sonic bath.  The 
procedure for tungsten extraction is modified based on 
our technique [11].  In order to determine the stable W 
isotopic fractionation as well, we employed a Re-
external correction for the mass discrimination effect.  
The mass discrimination effect of W are estimated 
based on the 185Re/187Re ratio.  In order to deal with the 
small level of variations in W isotopic ratios, we intro-
duece the epsilon unit defined as 
εmW = [(mW/183W)sample/(mW/183W)NIST-3163 – 1] × 

10 000 
where (mW/183W)sample and (mW/183W)NIST-3163 represent 
mW/183W ratios (m = 182, 184, and 186) for the sam-
ples and NIST-3163, respectively. 

Results and Discussion:  We have measured 
182W/183W, 184W/183W, and 186W/183W ratios for mag-
matic iron meteorites.  Isotopic composition of 182W 

can be changed due to a radioactive decay of 182Hf as 
well as by neutron burn-out due to long exposure to the 
GCR.  In this study, the growth of 182W isotope was 
calculated by 
ε182W* = ε182WRe-Ext – ε182WMFL 

where ε182WRe-Ext and ε182WMFL represent the resulting 
182W/183W ratio calculated by the Re-external correc-
tion technique and the 182W/183W ratio estimated from 
the mass fractionation line (MFL) defined by ε184W 
and ε186W.  The resulting ε182W* for magmatic iron 
meteorites are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Radiogenic W isotopic ratio for magmatic iron 

meteorites.  Tungsten isotopic data for IIAB (North Chile, 
open circle; Sikhote-Alin, closed circle), IIIAB (Henbury, 
open diamond; Boxhole, closed diamond), and IVB (Tla-
cotepec, open triangle; Hoba, gray triangle; Santa Clara, 
closed triangle) are not corrected for the galactic cosmic ray 
effects, while Tlacotepec (open inverse triangle) is only cor-
rected for galactic cosmic ray effects using the method de-
scribed in [7].  Corrected ε182W* value took into account the 
maximum possible cosmic ray effects. Gray zone shows the 
initial W isotopic composition for CAIs [8]. 

 
Radiogenic 182W/183W ratio for IIAB, IIIAB, and 

IVB, except for Tlacotepec (resulting data, open trian-
gle; corrected data, open inverse triangle) are consist 
with the initial W isotopic composition for CAIs, 
whereas the resulting 182W/183W ratio for Tlacotepec 
(open triangle) is significantly lower than the initial W 
isotopic composition for CAIs, indicating that galactic 
cosmic ray effects could vary the W isotopic composi-
tions.  However, the corrected 182W/183W ratio for Tla-
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cotepec (open inverse triangle) using the method by [7] 
shows good consistent value with the initial W isotopic 
composition for CAIs.  Within analytical uncertainties, 
182Hf-182W decay system indicate that some magmatic 
iron meteorites separated as early as the last Hf-W 
differentiation in Allende CAIs. 

We have also measured the 184W/183W and 
186W/183W ratios for IIAB, IIIAB, and IVB.  The re-
sulting W isotopic data are shown in Figure 2.  Tung-
sten isotopes for IIAB, IIIAB, and IVB, except for 
Tlacotepec, indicate a smaller variability of ε value, 
demonstrating that W isotopes were not fractionated 
significantly through a metal-silicate separation.  This 
could be due to the high temperature processes of the 
metal-silicate separation, since the isotopic fractiona-
tion factor (Kex) is strongly dependent on temperature 
(T-2) of the process [12].  In sharp contrast, the result-
ing 184W/183W and 186W/183W ratios for Tlacotepec 
display a large range of isotopic fractionation (about 
0.6 ε/amu) on mass fractionation line.  The negative ε 
values for Tlacotepec can be attributed to the GCR 
induced isotopic effects.  The W isotopic ratios cor-
rected for galactic cosmic ray effects (open inverse 
triangle) were closer to those for the other magmatic 
iron meteorites.  The corrected W isotopic composi-
tions for Tlacotepec are similar to or slightly less than 
those for the other magmatic iron meteorites. 

Conclusions:  We have measured 182W/183W, 
184W/183W, and 186W/183W ratios for magmatic iron 
meteoiretes.  The W isotopic compositions for IIAB, 
IIIAB, and IVB, except for Tlacotepec, show consis-
tent with those for terrestrial igneous rocks, probably 
indicating that the W isotopic compositions were not 
fractionated through metal-silicate segregation.  How-
ever, the W isotopic compositions for Tlacotepec 
varied significantly due to nucleosynthesis by galactic 
cosmic-rays.  The corrected W isotopic compositions 
were closer to the other magmatic iron meteorites 
within uncertainties. 

A major goal of this study is to understand how W 
isotopes actually vary by the galactic cosmic ray and to 
estimate the mass dependent isotopic fractionation of 
W through a metal-silicate separation process during 
the planetary accretion history. 

 
Figure 2: Tungsten isotopic compositions for magmatic 

iron meteorites of various chemical groups.  The slope shows 
the mass dependent fractionation line of W. 
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